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Fire crews set a backburning blaze to protect homes in Arcadia, California
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Mr Trump, on a visit to California, said that the

forests should be better managed to remove

kindling, while fending oI questions on whether

climate change was responsible. He insisted

during a briefing with state oLcials that weather

systems would “start getting cooler” after saying

that fallen trees become like matchsticks that

“can explode” if not removed.

When Wade Crowfoot, California’s natural

resources secretary, told the president that the

state wanted to work with him, Mr Trump said:

“It’ll start getting cooler, you just watch.”

Mr Crowfoot said: “I wish science agreed with

you.”

The president responded: “Well I don’t think

science knows actually.”

Trump at ceremony honouring National Guard
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Mr Biden, 77, made a speech on the blazes that

have ravaged four million acres, warning that

four more years of Mr Trump’s “surrender” on

climate policy would mean worse wildfires,

hurricanes and floods across the country. “If you

give a climate arsonist four more years in the

White House, why would anyone be surprised if

we have more of America ablaze?” he asked.

Mr Trump, 74, has drawn fierce criticism from

Democratic leaders for blaming poor forest

husbandry for the fires that have killed at least

35 people, destroyed several small towns and

forced hundreds of thousands of Americans from

their homes.

He rarely mentions climate protection measures

at his rallies, whereas Mr Biden has put them at

the heart of his campaign with a pledge to spend

$2 trillion over four years to switch to clean

energy in transport, electricity and construction.

“Donald Trump’s climate denial may not have

caused these fires, record floods and record
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hurricanes but if he gets a second term these

hellish events will continue to become more

common, more devastating and more deadly,”

Mr Biden said in a speech delivered from a field

in Wilmington near his home in Delaware.

SPONSORED

After a week in which Mr Trump set the agenda

by hammering his law-and -order message and

stoking fears that the suburbs would be

destroyed by violent mobs or eroded by low-cost

housing projects, Mr Biden sought to turn the

tables by warning that generations of Americans

were not safe under Mr Trump.

“Donald Trump warns that integration is

threatening our suburbs. It’s ridiculous,” the

former vice-president said. “If we have four more

years of Trump’s climate denial how many

suburbs will be burned? . . . How many suburbs

will have been blown away in superstorms?”
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As Mr Biden spoke, Hurricane Sally strengthened

as a category 2 storm oI the US Gulf Coast. It is

one of five active tropical cyclones in the Atlantic

or Gulf, a number unmatched since 1971.

Mr Biden added: “We need a president who

respects science . . . Unless we take urgent action

it will soon be more catastrophic.”

Mr Biden also sought to link Mr Trump’s

rejection of scientific warnings about climate

change with his handling of the coronavirus. “We

know he won’t listen to the experts or treat this

disaster with the urgency it demands, as any

president should do during a national

emergency.”

In a Gallup poll in August, only 1 per cent of

Americans named the climate or pollution as

their top issue, with coronavirus by far the

highest concern, cited by 35 per cent.

Mr Trump retweeted yesterday a post by the

“climate science contrarian” Steve Milloy, which

read: “California has a long history of

megadroughts that pre-date SUVs. People can

either manage forests intelligently or nature will

do it indiscriminately.”
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Asked in California what he would like to see

done on forest management, Mr Trump said: “I

think a lot of things are possible. When trees fall

down after a short period of time they become

very dry — really like a matchstick . . . and they

can explode. Also leaves . . . I was talking to the

head of a foreign country and they said, ‘We

consider ourselves a forest nation. We have trees

that are far more explosive than they have in

California and we don’t have that problem.’”

Eric Garcetti, the mayor of Los Angeles, rejected

Mr Trump’s characterisation of wildfires as

simply a forest management issue, blaming

“years of drought” due to climate change. “It

seems like this administration are the last

vestiges of the flat Earth society of this

generation,” Mr Garcetti told CNN.

Gavin Newsom, the California governor, speaking

in the same briefing as Mr Trump, said: “The

hots are getting hotter, the dries are getting drier.

Something has happened to the plumbing of the

world and we come from a perspective, humbly,

that we assert the science that climate change is

real.”

On Sunday night supporters at Mr Trump’s rally

in Nevada targeted Barack Obama, chanting
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“lock him up” in an echo of a slogan used about

Hillary Clinton in 2016. Mr Trump told the crowd

that Mr Obama “got caught spying on my

campaign”, despite a bipartisan Senate

committee’s conclusion that there was no

evidence the Obama White House instigated an

FBI investigation of the Trump campaign.

The flames are fanning bitter debateThe flames are fanning bitter debate

As he surveyed the damage from weeks of west

coast wildfires Gavin Newsom, California’s

Democratic governor, declared that the debate

over climate change was “over” (Henry ZeIman

writes). “Just come to the state of California.

Observe it with your own eyes,” he said last

week. “The debate is over, around climate

change. This is a climate damn emergency. This

is real and it’s happening.”

For President Trump, though, the debate is not

“over” at all. The wildfires, he contends, are

attributable to poor forest management. “You’ve

got to clean your forests — there are many, many

years of leaves and broken trees and they’re so

flammable,” he said last month.

For his part Mr Newsom concedes forest

management failings, but insists that they are

“not the point” in this instance. His
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disagreement with Mr Trump reflects deep

partisan diIerences over how seriously the US

should take climate change.

Clearly climate change is not a priority for this

administration. Within six months of his

inauguration, Mr Trump announced that the US

would withdraw from the Paris climate

agreement, and other environmental regulations

have been rolled back.

Insofar as this relates to the election, the reality

is that many voters who care deeply about the

issue are already Democrats. Polling by Pew

Research Centre shows that concern about

climate change has risen substantially over the

past decade, but mainly among one party.

Among Democrats, the rise in concern since

2009 was from 61 per cent to 88 per cent. Among

Republicans, it was from 25 per cent to 31 per

cent.

So it seems that Mr Trump is reflecting the

prevailing winds among his own party’s support

base.

Nevertheless, Joe Biden put climate change at

the centre of his campaign yesterday, in a speech

in Delaware. He has promised to eliminate
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carbon pollution from power plants by 2035 and

net-zero emissions altogether by 2050. Why?

One reason is that even if there is only about one

third of Republicans seriously concerned by

climate change, that may oIer a small number of

potential switchers to be peeled away. But the

Democratic grassroots would also expect nothing

else.

Should Mr Biden win the presidency, Mr

Newsom and his fellow west coast governors

would welcome the introduction of the measures

he has pledged. But unless there is a sea change

in Republican attitudes, the climate debate is far

from “over”.
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